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Abstract Blin et al. [5] (TCS 2008) proposed a dis-
tributed protocol enabling the smallest possible num-
ber of searchers to clear any unknown graph in a de-
centralized manner. However, the strategy that is actu-
ally performed lacks of an important property, namely
the monotonicity. This paper deals with the smallest
number of searchers that are necessary and sufficient
to monotonously clear any unknown graph in a decen-
tralized manner. The clearing of the graph is required
to be connected, i.e., the clear part of the graph must
remain permanently connected, and monotone, i.e., the
clear part of the graph only grows. We prove that a dis-
tributed protocol clearing any unknown n-node graph
in a monotone connected way, in a decentralized set-
ting, can achieve but cannot beat competitive ratio of
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1 Introduction
The graph searching problem [6,17] consists, for a
team of searchers, in capturing an invisible arbitrarily
fast fugitive hidden in a graph (see [10] for a recent sur-
vey). Equivalently, an undirected connected graph can
be seen as a system of tunnels contaminated by a toxic
gas. In this latter setting, the searchers have to clear,
i.e., to decontaminate, the graph. We will use this latter
formulation in the paper.
The search problem has been widely studied in the
design of distributed protocols for clearing a network
in a decentralized manner [5,7–9,14,16]. Initially, all
edges are contaminated and all searchers are placed
at a particular vertex of the graph, called the home-
base. Subsequently the searchers stand at vertices of
the graph and move along the edges. An edge is cleared
when it is traversed by a searcher. A clear edge e is re-
contaminated as soon as there exists a path P between e
and a contaminated edge such that no searchers are oc-
cupying any vertex or any edge of P. A search strategy
is a sequence of moves of the searchers along the edges
of the graph, such that recontamination never occurs,
that is, a clear edge always remains clear. A search
strategy is aiming at clearing the whole network. Given
a graph G and a homebase v0 ∈ V (G), the search prob-
lem consists in designing a distributed protocol that al-
lows the smallest possible number of searchers to clear
G starting from v0. The search strategy performed by
the searchers is thus computed online by the searchers
themselves.
In this paper, we define a search strategy as satis-
faying two important properties. Firstly, a search strat-
egy is monotone [4,13]. That is, the contaminated part
of the graph never grows. This ensures that the clear-
ing of the graph can be performed using a polynomial
number of steps (moves). Secondly, a search strategy
is connected [1,2], in the sense that, at any step of the
strategy, the clear part of the graph induces a connected
subgraph. This latter property ensures safe communi-
cations between the searchers. In the following, the
search number mcs(G,v0) of a graph G with homebase
v0 ∈V (G) denotes the smallest number of searchers re-
quired to clear the graph in a monotone connected way,
starting from v0, in centralized settings.
Several distributed protocols have been proposed to
solve the search problem [1,5,7–9,14,16]. Two main
approaches have been used in the previous works. On
one hand, Blin et al. proposed a distributed protocol
that enables mcs(G,v0)+ 1 searchers to clear any un-
known asynchronous graph G, starting from any home-
base v0, in a connected way [5]. That is, the clearing
of the graph is performed without the searchers being
provided any information about the graph. However,
the search strategy that is actually performed is not
monotone and may use an exponential number of steps,
which is not surprising since the problem of computing
mcs(G,v0) is NP-complete [15]. On the other hand, the
distributed protocols that are proposed in [7–9,14,16]
enable mcs(G,v0) searchers to monotonously clear a
graph G, starting from a homebase v0, such that the
searchers are given some a priori information about
it. In all these works, an extra searcher is required as
soon as the network is asynchronous. In this paper,
we consider the problem from another point of view.
More precisely, we address the problem of the mini-
mum number of searchers necessary to solve the search
problem (again, the performed strategy must be con-
nected and monotone) without any a priori information
about the graph.
1.1 Model and definitions
We model the searchers by autonomous mobile com-
puting entities with distinct IDs in {1, · · · , |V (G)|}. A
network is modeled by an undirected connected and
simple graph. To strengthen our bounds, we assume
that the searchers as well as the network are synchro-
nous when proving our lower bound and asynchronous
when proving our upper bound. The network is anony-
mous, that is, nodes are not labeled. The deg(u) edges
incident to any node u are labeled from 1 to deg(u), so
that the searchers can distinguish the different edges in-
cident to a node. These labels are called port numbers.
Every node of the network has a zone of local mem-
ory, called whiteboard, in which searchers can read,
erase, and write symbols. Moreover, it is assumed that
searchers can access these whiteboards in fair mutual
exclusion.
We define a search protocol P as a distributed
protocol that solves the search problem: for any con-
nected graph G and any homebase v0 ∈ V (G), a team
of searchers executing P can clear G in a monotone
connected way, starting from v0. In these settings, the
searchers do not know in advance in which graph they
are launched in. The number of searchers used by P
to clear G is the maximum number of searchers that
stand at the vertices of G over all steps of the execution
of P . The cost of a search protocol P in a graph G
with homebase v0 is measured by the ratio between the
number of searchers it uses to clear G and the search
number mcs(G,v0) of G. This ratio, maximized over
all graphs and all starting nodes, is called the competi-
tive ratio r(P) of the protocol P .
1.2 Our results
We prove that any search protocol for clearing n-node
graphs has competitive ratio Ω( nlogn ). Moreover, we
propose an optimal search protocol that has compet-
itive ratio O( nlogn ). More precisely, we prove that for
any distributed protocol P , there exists a constant c
such that for any sufficiently large n, there exists a n-
node graph G with a homebase v0 ∈ V (G), such that
P requires at least c nlogn mcs(G,v0) searchers to clear
G, starting from v0. Note that this n-node graph G is
a tree with maximum degree 3. On the other hand,
we propose a distributed search protocol that uses at
most O( nlogn )mcs(G,v0) searchers to clear any con-
nected graph G in a monotone connected way, starting
from any homebase v0 ∈ V (G). Moreover, our proto-
col performs clearing of n-node graphs using searchers
with at most O(logn) bits of memory, and whiteboards
of size O(n) bits. Note that the lower bound holds even
in a synchronous setting, while our protocol can be im-
plemented even in an asynchronous setting.
1.3 Related work
In the problem of connected graph searching [1,2,11,
12,18], the clear part must remain connected during
all steps of the search strategy. This property is very
useful as soon as we want to ensure secure commu-
nications between the searchers. Contrary to the non-
connected graph searching [3,4,6,13,17] where mono-
tonicity can be ensured for free, monotonicity in the
connected version of the problem generally requires
more searchers. Indeed, Alspash et al. proved that re-
contamination does help in the case of connected graph
searching [18] (see also [12]). That is, they describe
a class of graphs for which the smallest number of
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searchers required to connectedly clear these graphs is
strictly less than the number of searchers necessary to
clear them in a monotone connected way. This result
has an important impact since it is not known whether
the decision problem corresponding to the connected
search number of a graph, i.e., the smallest number of
searchers required to clear a graph in a connected way,
belongs to NP. Moreover, monotone strategies are of
particular interest since, first, they perform in a polyno-
mial number of steps, and second, it is a priori difficult
to design non-monotone search strategies.
Several distributed protocols have been proposed to
solve the search problem for particular graph’s topolo-
gies. More precisely, Barrie`re et al. designed protocols
for clearing trees [1], Flocchini, Luccio and Song con-
sidered chordal rings and tori [7] and meshes [9], Floc-
chini, Huang and Luccio considered hypercubes [8],
and Luccio dealt with Sierpinski’s graphs [14]. Assum-
ing the searchers know the topology of the asynchro-
nous network G they must clear, these protocols en-
able mcs(G,v0) + 1 searchers to clear G in a mono-
tone connected way, starting from any homebase v0 ∈
V (G). The extra searcher, in comparison with the cen-
tralized case, is necessary and due to the asynchrony
of the network [9]. In [5], Blin et al. proposed a dis-
tributed protocol allowing mcs(G,v0) +1 searchers to
clear any unknown asynchronous graph G in a con-
nected way, starting from any homebase v0 ∈ V (G).
In this case, the searchers do not need any a priori in-
formation about the graph in which they are placed.
However, the search strategy actually performed is not
monotone and may be performed using an exponential
number of steps. In [16], Nisse and Soguet proposed to
give to the searchers some information about the graph
by putting short labels on the nodes of the graph. They
proved that Θ(n logn) bits of information are neces-
sary and sufficient to solve the search problem for any
n-node asynchronous graph G, starting from a home-
base v0 and using mcs(G,v0)+1 searchers.
2 Lower Bound on the Competitive Ratio
In this section, we assume that the searchers and the
network are synchronous. This section is devoted to
prove a lower bound on the competitive ratio of any
search protocol. For this purpose, we consider a game
between an arbitrary search protocol and an adversary.
Roughly speaking, the adversary gradually builds the
graph, which is actually a ternary tree, as the search
protocol clears it in a monotone connected way. The
role of the adversary is to force the protocol to use
the maximum possible number of searchers to clear the
graph. The fact that the adversary can build the graph
during the execution of the search protocol is possible
since the searchers have no information on the graph
they are clearing.
We need the following definition. A partial graph
is a simple connected graph which can have edges with
only one end. Edges with one single end (resp., two
ends) are called half-edges (resp., full-edges). Let G =
(V,H,F) be a partial graph, where V is the vertex-set
of G, H its set of half-edges and F its set of full-edges.
Let G− be the graph (V,F), with the same vertex-set
than G and edge-set F . Let G+ be the graph obtained
by adding a degree-one end to any half-edge of G.
Let us give some definitions and results that will be
used in the following. A ternary tree is a tree of max-
imum degree at most three. A search strategy that is
not constrained to satisfy neither the connected prop-
erty, nor the monotone property is simply a sequence
of moves of the searchers along the edges of a graph
resulting in clearing the whole graph. Let s(G) denote
the smallest number of searchers that are necessary to
clear a graph G in such a way. A lot of research has
been done regarding the graph searching problem in
the class of trees. In particular, the following results
are known.
Theorem 1 Let T be a tree with n ≥ 2 vertices,
– s(T )≤ 1+ log3(n−1) (Megiddo et al. [15])
– ∀v0 ∈ V (T ), mcs(T,v0) ≤ 2s(T )− 1 (Barrie`re et
al. [2])
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the
proof of Theorem 2. Recall that a search protocol has
been defined as a distributed algorithm for clearing a
graph in a monotone connected way.
Theorem 2 Any search protocol for clearing n-node
graphs has competitive ratio Ω( nlogn ).
Proof Let P be a (successful) search protocol. We
prove that there exists a constant c > 0, such that for
any n ≥ 5, there exists a ternary n-node tree T (actu-
ally, T has exactly one internal vertex of degree two
if n is odd, and none otherwise), such that P uses at
least q searchers to clear T in a monotone connected
way, starting from any homebase v0 ∈V (T ), with q ≥
c nlogn mcs(T,v0).
Fix n ≥ 5. We will construct an n-node ternary tree
T , that P has to clear starting from v0 ∈ V (T ). Let
us describe the game executed turn by turn by P and
the adversary A . This game progressively constructs a
partial graph Tp that ends up being the tree T for which
the cost of the search protocol P is high.
Initially, the partial graph Tp consists of a single
vertex, the homebase v0, incident to three half-edges.
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All searchers are placed at v0. Then, P and A play
alternatively, starting with P . At each round, Tp =
(V,H,F) corresponds to the part of T that P currently
knows. At each round, the search protocol P chooses
a searcher and it moves this searcher along an edge e
of Tp in such a way that recontamination does not oc-
cur. Such a move is always possible since P is a suc-
cessful search protocol, and thus, it eventually clears
T in a monotone connected way. Note that e may be
a half-edge or a full-edge. If e is a full-edge, then A
skips its turn. Otherwise, two cases must be consid-
ered. Either |V (T +p )| < n− 1, or |V (T +p )| = n− 1. In
the first case, A adds a new end v to e such that v is
incident to two new half-edges f and h. That is, the
partial graph becomes Tp = (V ∪{v},Hnew,Fnew), with
Hnew = (H \ {e})∪{ f}∪ {h} and Fnew = F ∪{e}. In
the second case, A adds a new end v to e such that v
is incident to only one new half-edge f . Again, this is
possible since P does not know the graph in advance.
The game ends when |V (T +p )|= n. At such a round, A
decides that the graph T is actually T +p .
Let us first do the following easy remarks. At each
round of the game, T−p is a ternary tree, and T +p is a
ternary tree with at least ⌊(n′ + 2)/2⌋ leaves, where
n′ is the number of vertices of T +p (this can be easily
proved by induction on the number of rounds). More-
over, T−p is exactly the clear part of T at this step of the
execution of P . In other words, the half-edges of Tp
corresponds to the contaminated edges that are incident
to the clear part of T . Since the execution of P ensures
that the performed strategy is monotone, it follows that,
at any round of the game, the vertices incident to at
least one half-edge are occupied by a searcher. Let us
consider the last round r, that is when |V (T +p )| equals
n. We show that at this round the number of vertices of
T +p occupied by searchers is at least ⌊n/4⌋. From the
previous remarks, it follows that T +p at round r, that is
T , is a ternary tree with at least ⌊(n + 2)/4⌋ vertices
occupied by a searcher. Indeed, every parent of a leaf
in T must be occupied by a searcher, and every ver-
tex is parent of at most two leaves. Thus, P uses at
least q≥⌊n/4⌋ searchers. By Theorem 1, mcs(T,v0)≤
1+2log3(n−1). Therefore,
q ≥
mcs(T,v0)
1+2log3(n−1)
×⌊n/4⌋ .
It follows easily that there is a constant c > 0 such that
for any n ≥ 5 we have
q ≥ c
n
logn
mcs(T,v0) ,
which concludes the proof of the theorem. ⊓⊔
3 An Algorithm of Optimal Competitive Ratio
In this section, we assume that both the searchers and
the network are asynchronous. We propose a search
protocol named mc search (for monotone connected
search) having competitive ratio of O( nlogn ) for any n-
node graph. The lower bound we proved in Section 2
shows that this distributed search protocol has thus an
optimal competitive ratio of Θ( nlogn ).
Before describing the search protocol mc search,
we need some definitions. In the following, the depth
of a rooted tree T is the maximum length of the paths
between the root and any leaf of T . Let v be a vertex
of the rooted tree T that is not the root, and let u be the
parent of v. The edge {u,v} is called the parent-edge
of v.
A complete ternary tree is defined as follows. The
complete ternary tree T0, of depth 0, consists of a single
vertex, called its root. For any k≥ 1, a complete ternary
tree Tk, of depth k, is a ternary tree in which all internal
vertices have degree exactly three, and there exists a
vertex, called its root, that is at distance exactly k from
all leaves.
Finally, for any graph G, we define mcs(G) to be
minv∈V (G) mcs(G,v).
Theorem 3 (Barrie`re et al. [2])
For any k ≥ 0, mcs(Tk) = k +1.
A graph H is a minor of a graph G if H is a sub-
graph of a graph obtained by a succession of edge
contractions1 of G. A well known result is that, for any
graph G and any minor H of G, s(G)≥ s(H) (folklore).
Note that this result is not valid for the search number
mcs, i.e., there exist some graphs G, and H minor of G
such that mcs(H) > mcs(G) [2].
3.1 General ideas of protocol mc search
Before going through the description of our protocol,
let us first consider some general characteristics of the
clearing of a connected graph by some simple search
protocol. At every step, the clear part of the graph in-
duces a connected subgraph containing the homebase.
Any vertex of the clear part that is incident to a contam-
inated edge is occupied by a searcher, preserving the
clear part from recontamination. The set of such ver-
tices is called the border of the clear part. Thus, after
having cleared a contaminated edge, a searcher checks
whether it is preserving the clear part of the graph from
1 The contraction of the edge e with endpoints u,v is the re-
placement of u and v with a single vertex whose neighbors are
the vertices that were neighbors of u or v.
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recontamination. If its current vertex is incident to at
least one contaminated edge and if it is not guarded by
another searcher, then the searcher has to stay at the
current vertex to prevent recontamination.
The main issue of the search protocol consists in
deciding the next contaminated edge to be cleared.
Note that, because of the connectedness of the strat-
egy, the next edge to be cleared must be an edge inci-
dent to a vertex in the clear part. Another issue of the
search protocol is to ensure that a searcher not stand-
ing at the border of the clear part of the graph is always
able to reach the chosen edge through the clear part.
We now briefly describe how our protocol mc search
deals with these issues.
Let G be a connected n-node graph and v0 ∈V (G).
Throughout the execution of the algorithm, mc search
dynamically maintains a rooted ternary subtree T of
the (current) clear part of G. The root of T will be used
to host all the currently “unused” searchers. More pre-
cisely, the tree T is required to cover all vertices occu-
pied by at least one searcher. Thanks to this property,
T will be used by the searchers to go from the root of
T to a vertex of the border of the clear part in order to
clear a contaminated edge. After having cleared a con-
taminated edge, and if the new position of the searcher
does not lie at the border of the clear part or is already
occupied by another searcher, the former searcher will
also use T to go back to the root of T . This can easily
be done by performing a DFS of T .
Furthermore, our protocol mc search maintains
the property that a searcher lies, at least, at every ver-
tex of the border of the clear part, and at every vertex
of degree 3 of T . In addition, a goal of our protocol
is to keep T small and to use few agents. As a conse-
quence, if a searcher occupies a vertex v not incident to
any contaminated edge and of degree at most two, then
our protocol relieves this useless searcher and send it
to the root. Of course, if v was the root, then the root is
also moved elsewhere in the tree. Additionally, if v is
a leaf in T , then this leaf is removed together with the
longest path without searchers leading to it, because
this branch is of no use anymore to cover the vertices
occupied by searchers.
The protocol mc search also maintains a second
rooted subtree S that is defined as a minor of T . More
precisely, S is obtained from T by contracting all edges
{u,v} of T such that u is the parent of v and v is not
occupied by a searcher. In other words, S represents
the structure of T with respect to the searchers. That is,
if there is a path in T without searchers but connecting
two vertices occupied by some searchers, then this path
is contracted to a single edge in S. Thus, in some sense,
every vertex of S is occupied by a searcher. We define
the root of S to be the root of T .
The subtree S is used by Protocol mc search to de-
cide the next contaminated edge to be cleared. Indeed,
at each step, Protocol mc search decides to clear an
edge of G that is chosen such that S becomes as close
as possible to a complete ternary tree. More precisely,
at each step, Protocol mc search will choose the next
contaminated edge to be cleared in such a way that S
remains of degree at most three and such that the depth
of S may be increased from k ≥ 0 to k+1 only if S was
isomorphic to Tk at a previous step.
The intuitive reason of this choice is that the com-
plete ternary tree is the tree requiring the (asymptotic)
largest number of searchers compared to the size of the
tree, even for a centralized algorithm. Thus, if the ad-
versary forces our protocol to use a lot of searchers
by choosing a graph for which almost every cleared
edge leads to a new vertex (basic idea of the proof of
the lower bound), then our protocol forces the chosen
graph to have a large complete ternary tree as a minor,
and thus even a centralized algorithm needs a logarith-
mic number of agents to clear the graph. This is the
intuitive reason why our protocol mc search achieves
the optimal competitive ratio Θ(n/ logn).
Figure 1 shows a state of a graph at some step of
the execution of Protocol mc search. The light gray
part represents the clear part of the graph at this step.
The tree T rooted in r is depicted using bold edges.
Dotted edges represent those edges of the clear part
that belong to both T and S. (That is, S is obtained from
T by contracting the non-dotted edges of T .) Dark gray
vertices are those occupied by searchers at this step,
i.e., the vertices of S. In this example, the next edge to
be cleared must be an edge incident to e or f .
b
d
r
c
r
a
e c b
a e
d
f
f
Fig. 1 Protocol mc search maintains two subtrees: a subgraph T
of the clear part covering the searchers (bold lines) and a minor
S of T (dotted lines). The clear part appears in light gray. S is
represented to the right.
3.2 Protocol mc search
In this section, we describe the main features of Pro-
tocol mc search that is also described in a more com-
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pact way in Figure 6. For the purpose of simplifying
the presentation, we assume in Figure 6 that searchers
are able to communicate by exchanging messages of
size O(logn) bits. This assumption is satisfied by us-
ing an additional searcher. This extra searcher is used
to schedule the moves of the other searchers and to
transmit few information between the searchers. For
this purpose, the extra searcher performs a DFS of the
tree T that enables it to reach any other searcher. Using
this extra searcher enables Protocol mc search to clear
both synchronous and asynchronous networks. First,
we describe the data structure used by mc search.
The whiteboard of every vertex v ∈ V (G) contains
one vector statusv. For any edge e ∈ E(G) incident
to v, statusv[e] takes a value in L = {Contaminated,
Removed, Tree, Minor}. Initially, for any edge e with
end v, statusv[e] = Contaminated. To simplify the pre-
sentation, we assume that each edge e = {u,v} ∈ E(G)
has only one label ℓ(e) = statusv[e] = statusu[e]. This
simplification may easily be implemented by the extra
searcher. Indeed, each time an edge e is relabeled, the
extra searcher does a return trip through e to synchro-
nize the labels of both its ends. Moreover, the white-
board of every vertex v contains a boolean rootv which
is true if and only if v is the current root of S and T .
The protocol is divided in O(|E(G)|) phases. At
each phase, Protocol mc search relabels at least one
edge. Moreover, an edge cannot be labeled twice us-
ing the same label. More precisely, an edge labeled
Contaminated can only be relabeled Minor or Remo-
ved. Similarly, an edge labeled Minor (resp., Tree) can
only be relabeled Tree or Removed (resp., Removed).
Finally, the edges labeled with Removed are never re-
labeled. This proves that Protocol mc search termi-
nates.
Let us define some notations. At any step, T is the
subgraph of G induced by the edges labeled Minor or
Tree. In the next section, we prove that T is indeed
a tree. S is the minor of T obtained by contracting
all edges labeled Tree. Initially, T and S are rooted
at v0, the homebase. Finally, for any vertex v ∈ V (G),
mv, tv, rv, cv denote the number of edges incident to
v that are respectively labeled Minor, Tree, Removed,
Contaminated.
Every searcher has an integer state variable ℓeveℓ in
{0, · · · ,n}. Roughly, this variable indicates the distance
between the vertex v currently occupied by the searcher
and the root, in the tree S. Since S is obtained from T
by contracting the edges labeled Tree and keeping the
edges labeled Minor, this variable gives precisely the
number of edges labeled Minor in the path between
v and the root in the tree T . Initially, every searcher
occupies the root v0 and has ℓeveℓ = 0.
Let us describe a phase of the execution of Proto-
col mc search. A phase starts by the election of the
searcher that will perform moves and/or labellings of
edges. The purpose of this searcher is to make the tree
S as close as possible to a complete ternary tree. The
elected searcher is an arbitrary searcher with minimum
ℓeveℓ and that occupies a vertex v ∈ V (G) satisfying
one of the following four conditions. Each of the four
cases will be described in detail below.
Case a: mv + tv ≤ 2 and cv ≥ 1,
Case b: mv + tv = 1 and cv = 0,
Case c: mv + tv = 2, cv = 0 and v is not the root,
Case d: mv + tv = 2, cv = 0 and v is the root.
Roughly speaking, the goal in Case a is to make the
ternary tree S (and thus T ) grow by adding new inci-
dent edges to nodes of degree at most two, by clearing
an incident contaminated edge. The other rules, Cases
b, c and d, are designed to prune the tree S (but not
necessarily T ) in nodes where it cannot grow anymore,
that is where the degree is less than three but where
there are no incident contaminated edges to be added.
We will prove that, at any phase, any searcher ac-
tually occupies a vertex of S (more precisely, either the
root or a vertex whose parent-edge is labeled Minor).
Therefore, this election can easily be implemented by
the extra searcher performing a DFS of T . Moreover,
that can be done with O(logn) bits of memory, since
the extra searcher only needs to remember the mini-
mum ℓeveℓ of a searcher satisfying one of the above
conditions that it meets during this DFS.
Once the extra searcher has performed this DFS
and has gone back to the root of T , let k be the min-
imum ℓeveℓ, satisfying one of the above conditions,
it has met. Then, the extra searcher performs a new
DFS to reach a searcher A with ℓeveℓ = k satisfying
one of the conditions. Let v be the vertex occupied by
the searcher A. We now go further into the details of
the four conditions listed above. In the following, when
we refer to the root, we mean the current root of T , and
thus, of S.
Case a. mv + tv ≤ 2 and cv ≥ 1. This case is depicted
in Figure 2.
In this case, v has degree at most two in T and is
incident to at least one contaminated edge e. The
purpose of this case is to clear the edge e. If this
edge leads to a new vertex, then e is added to both
T and S.
More precisely, the extra searcher leads an addi-
tional searcher B from the root to the vertex v dur-
ing its second DFS. The searcher B, followed by
the extra searcher, clears e and reaches its other end
u ∈ V (G). If there is an other searcher at u, then
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the extra searcher labels e with Removed, i.e., e is
clear but does not belong to T . Then B and the extra
searcher go back to the root. Otherwise, i.e., if u is
a newly discovered vertex, the extra searcher labels
e with Minor, i.e., e is added to both S and T . Then
B remains at u to guard it and takes ℓeveℓ = k + 1.
The extra searcher goes back to the root.
b
d
c
r
a
e
f
b
d
c
r
a
e
f g
Fig. 2 Situation when Case a will be executed at vertex e (left).
Situation after the execution of Case a (right).
In Figure 2, the light gray part represents the clear
part of the graph, the dark gray vertices are those
occupied by the searchers. The tree T is rooted in
r and its edges are depicted in bold lines, and the
dotted lines represent the edges of S. This case is
applied to the vertex e. Note that the newly cleared
edge could have been chosen incident to f as well
(that is, this case could have been applied to f be-
cause f and e have the same level).
Case b. mv + tv = 1 and cv = 0. This case is depicted
in Figure 3.
In this case, v is a leaf in T and S, and is inci-
dent to no contaminated edge. In other words, all
edges incident to v are labeled Removed except one
edge, say e, that is labeled Minor or Tree. (The lat-
ter case occurs only if v is the root.) It means that
the searcher occupying v does not protect the clear
part of the graph from recontamination and thus,
either it can go back to the root, or it can move
away with the root, if v is the root. Moreover, re-
call that we want the tree T to be a small subtree
spanning the vertices occupied by searchers. Thus,
e can be pruned from T . For this purpose, the edge
e is relabeled Removed. However, the tree T may
be pruned more. Indeed, let u be the end of e dif-
ferent from v and assume that, before relabeling e,
we had mu + tu = 2, cu = 0, and u was not occu-
pied by any searcher. Then after relabeling e, the
vertex u is a leaf of T that is of no use to cover the
vertices occupied by the searchers. Therefore this
leaf can be pruned as well. In this case, the edge
of T incident to u and different from e is pruned
by being relabeled Removed. This process is exe-
cuted recursively until a vertex w satisfying at least
one of the following three conditions is reached:
(1) the vertex is occupied, (2) the vertex is not of
degree 2 in T , (3) the vertex is incident to at least
one contaminated edge. (Note that the condition (1)
is in fact sufficient. Indeed, we will prove later that
each of (2) and (3) implies (1).) Finally, if v was the
root, then w becomes the new root. The level of all
searchers are updated if necessary.
In other words, if P = (v,v1, · · · ,vr,w), r ≥ 0, is the
longest path of T such that, for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, vi
is not occupied by any searcher, vi has degree two
in T (i.e., mvi + tvi = 2), and vi has no contaminated
incident edge (i.e., cvi = 0), then all edges of P are
relabeled Removed. This process corresponds, in
T , to prune the branch containing v and, in S, to
simply remove the leaf v.
More precisely, the pruning operation is performed
in the following way: the searcher A occupying ver-
tex v traverses the edge e = {v,v1} labeled Minor or
Tree, relabeling it Removed. If v was the root, then
v1 becomes the new root, i.e., the booleans rootv
and rootv1 are updated and all searchers occupying
v go to v1. Once e has been removed from T , if v1
has degree one in T , is incident to no contaminated
edge, and was not occupied before the removal of e,
then the searcher A traverses {v1,v2} relabeling it
Removed. If v1 was the root, then the root is moved
to v2, and all searchers that were occupying v1 go
to v2. This process is done recursively while it is
possible. Then, the extra searcher and searcher A
go back to the root and takes ℓeveℓ= 0. Again, it is
possible thanks to a DFS of T .
Finally, if, at the beginning of this phase, v was the
root, then the level of any searcher that was not
standing at v is decreased by one. (Their distance
to the root in S has been decreased by one in the
operation. Indeed we prove later that exactly one
edge labeled Minor is pruned.) To do so, the extra
searcher can perform a DFS of T .
b
c
u
a
b
c
a
w r r
Fig. 3 Situation when Case b will be executed at vertex r (left).
Situation after the execution of Case b (right).
In Figure 3, the light gray part represents the clear
part of the graph, the dark gray vertices are those
occupied by the searchers. The tree T is rooted in
r and its edges are depicted in bold lines, and the
dotted lines represent the edges of S. This case is
applied to the leaf r. The path P is the path of T
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between r and w. At the end of the process, w is the
new root of S and T .
Case c. mv + tv = 2, cv = 0 and v is not the root. This
case is depicted in Figure 4.
In this case, v is not the root, has degree two in
T , and is incident to no contaminated edge. Note
first that the parent-edge e of v is labeled Minor
because a vertex different from the root and occu-
pied by a searcher always has its parent-edge la-
beled Minor (this will be proved by Claim 3 in the
proof of Lemma 1). The purpose of this case is to
remove v from S because the searcher A is not used
to prevent recontamination and is not at a degree-3
vertex of T . This is done by sending A back to the
root and by contracting the edge e in S. That corre-
sponds to relabeling Tree the parent-edge e of v in
T that was labeled Minor. Finally the level of some
searchers are updated.
More precisely, the searcher A traverses the parent-
edge e of v, labeling it Tree. Then, it goes back to
the root and takes ℓeveℓ = 0. Since this case cor-
responds to the contraction of e in S, we need to
update, i.e., to decrease by one, the level of any
searcher standing at a descendant of v. For this pur-
pose, the extra searcher can perform a DFS of Tv,
the subtree of T rooted at v. Finally, the extra sear-
cher goes back to the root.
b
c
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r
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e
v
Fig. 4 Situation when Case c will be executed at vertex v (left).
Situation after the execution of Case c (right).
In Figure 4, the light gray part represents the clear
part of the graph, the dark gray vertices are those
occupied by the searchers. The tree T is rooted in r
and its edges are depicted in bold lines, and the dot-
ted lines represent the edges of S. This case is ap-
plied to the vertex v. The searcher occupying v goes
back to the root and the edge e is contracted (i.e.,
relabeled Tree). Moreover, the level of the searcher
occupying a is decreased by one.
Case d. mv + tv = 2, cv = 0 and v is the root. This case
is depicted in Figure 5.
In this case, v is the root, has degree two in T , and is
incident to no contaminated edge. Let e be the first
edge labeled Minor to be traversed when perform-
ing some DFS traversal of T from v. Let u be the
vertex such that e is its parent-edge. The purpose
of this case is to move the root to u because the
current root v is not used to prevent recontamina-
tion and is not a degree-3 vertex of v. This is done
by moving the root to u and contracting the edge
e in S. That corresponds to relabeling the edge e
with Tree. Finally the level of some searchers are
updated.
More precisely, all searchers standing at v (the root)
perform an arbitrary but common DFS traversal of
T until traversing an edge e labeled Minor. While
traversing it, they relabel it with Tree. Let u be
their current position. The vertex u becomes the
new root, i.e., the booleans rootv and rootu are up-
dated. Again, we need to update, i.e., to decrease by
one, the level of any searcher that was standing at a
descendant of v in the subtree containing u (when
v was the root of T ). This can be done by the ex-
tra searcher by a DFS traversal, as in the previous
cases. Finally, the extra searcher goes back to the
new root.
b
c
r
a
u
b
c
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r
e
Fig. 5 Situation when Case d will be executed at vertex r (left).
Possible situation after the execution of Case d (right).
In Figure 5, the light gray part represents the clear
part of the graph, the dark gray vertices are those
occupied by the searchers. The tree T is rooted in
r and its edges are depicted in bold lines, and the
dotted lines represent the edges of S. This case is
applied to the root r that is moved to u. Note that
the root could have been moved to a as well, de-
pending on the order in which the arbitrary DFS of
T is performed.
3.3 Correctness of Protocol mc search
This section is devoted to prove the correctness of Pro-
tocol mc search. For this purpose, we first prove the
following technical lemma.
Lemma 1 Let us consider the end of a phase of the ex-
ecution of Protocol mc search. Let T be the subgraph
of G induced by the edges labeled Minor or Tree. Let
S be the minor of T when all edges labeled Tree have
been contracted.
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Initially all searchers stand at the root v0 with ℓeveℓ = 0.
During the execution of mc search, T is the tree that con-
sists of edges labeled Tree or Minor. At the beginning, we
have T = ({v0}, /0).
Description of the execution of any phase of mc search.
While there exists an edge labeled Contaminated do
1. Election of a searcher A occupying a vertex v, with min-
imum ℓeveℓ, say L, such that one of the four following
conditions is satisfied.
(Case a) mv + tv ≤ 2, cv ≥ 1
(Case b) mv + tv = 1, cv = 0
(Case c) mv + tv = 2, cv = 0 and v is not the root
(Case d) mv + tv = 2, cv = 0 and v is the root
2. (Case a)
An additional searcher B from the root goes to v.
Let e be an edge incident to v and labeled
Contaminated; B clears e.
Let u be the other end of e.
if u is occupied by another searcher then
Label e Removed.
Searcher B goes back to the root.
else Label e Minor; Searcher B sets ℓeveℓ= L+1 endif
(Case b)
Let e be the edge incident to v labeled Minor or Tree.
Label e Removed.
Let u be its other end.
if v is the root then u becomes the new root; any
searcher not standing at v decreases its level by one;
all searchers standing at v go to u; endif
(mu and tu have been updated when relabeling e)
While mu + tu = 1, cu = 0 and u was not occupied do
Let f be the edge Minor or Tree incident to u.
Label f Removed.
Let u′ be the other end of f . A goes to u′.
if u is the root then u′ becomes the new root
and all searchers standing at u go to u′ endif
u ← u′ (again, mu and tu have been updated)
EndWhile
Searcher A goes to the root.
(Case c)
Let e be the parent-edge of v and let u be its other end.
Label e with Tree.
Let Tv be the subtree of T obtained by removing e and
containing v.
Any searcher occupying a vertex of Tv decreases its
ℓeveℓ by one.
Searcher A goes to the root.
(Case d)
Let e be the first edge labeled Minor traversed when
performing some DFS of T from v and let u be the ver-
tex such that e is its parent-edge.
Label e with Tree.
Let T ′ be the subtree of T obtained by removing e and
containing u. Any searcher occupying a vertex of T ′
decreases its ℓeveℓ by one.
u becomes the new root.
All searchers that were standing at v go to u.
endWhile
Fig. 6 Protocol mc search
1. T and S are rooted trees with maximum degree at
most three;
2. the set of vertices of G occupied by a searcher ex-
actly consists of: the root, and the vertices whose
parent-edge is labeled Minor;
3. if S has depth k ≥ 1, then there exists a previous
phase when S was the complete ternary tree Tk−1.
Proof The proof is by induction on the phase number.
Let p ≥ 1 be the number of a phase of the execution of
mc search and let us assume that the result is valid at
the beginning of phase p. Trivially this induction hy-
pothesis holds when p = 1, since T ans S are restricted
to the one-vertex tree that consists of the homebase
where all searchers are standing. Let T ′ be the sub-
graph of G induced by the edges labeled Minor or Tree
at the beginning of phase p, and let S′ be the minor cor-
responding to the contraction of edges labeled Tree. T
and S are the corresponding objects at the end of phase
p. The proof of Lemma 1 proceeds in four claims. First
we prove that S and T are trees.
Claim. 1 S and T are trees, and T has maximum de-
gree at most three.
Proof. Note that, by definition, for any vertex v∈V (G),
mv + tv is the degree of v in T ′. According to the induc-
tion hypothesis, T ′ is a tree with maximum degree at
most three. Let us show that at the end of phase p, T
is a tree with maximum degree three. We consider the
four cases a, b, c and d.
Case a. Either an edge e = {v,u} is added to T ′, i.e.,
T = (V (T ′)∪{u},E(T ′)∪{e}), or T ′ remains un-
changed, i.e., T = T ′. In the first case, we have
v ∈ V (T ′) and u /∈ V (T ′). Thus T is a tree in both
cases. Moreover, mv + tv was at most two, thus v
has degree at most two in T ′. Thus T has maximum
degree at most three.
Case b. T is obtained from T ′ by recursively removing
leaves of T ′. Thus, T , as T ′, is a tree of maximum
degree three.
Cases c and d. At most one edge of T ′ may be rela-
beled Tree, thus T ′ = T .
It follows that T is a tree with maximum degree at most
three. Since S is obtained from T by edge contractions,
S is also a tree. ⋄
We now prove a structural property that will be
used in the subsequent claims.
Claim. 2 Any vertex belonging to the tree T but not
occupied by any searcher has degree exactly 2 in T .
Proof. First of all, when a vertex appears for the first
time in T , it is occupied (initialization or case a). We
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then note that when a searcher leaves a vertex unoccu-
pied, either this vertex is removed from T (case b), or
it is of degree 2 (cases c or d). Moreover, the degree
in T of a vertex can only increase in case a, and thus
only if this vertex is occupied. Thus the degree of an
unoccupied vertex is at most 2.
Besides, the degree in T of a vertex can only de-
crease in case b, if it is the vertex w incident to the last
pruned edge. Thus assume that the degree of w goes
from 2 to 1 by application of case b at some vertex v.
By definition of case b, the vertex w satisfies at least
one of the following two conditions: (1) the vertex is
occupied, (3) the vertex is incident to at least one con-
taminated edge. If w satisfies (3), then it is occupied,
because our protocol maintains a searcher at any vertex
belonging to the border of the clear part. Thus in both
cases, w is occupied. As a consequence, the degree of
an unoccupied node cannot be one.
This concludes the proof of the claim. ⋄
Before proving that the maximum degree of S is
three, we prove the second property.
Claim. 3 The set of vertices occupied by a searcher
exactly consists of: the root, and the vertices whose
parent-edge is labeled Minor.
Proof. We consider the four cases a, b, c and d. Let V ′M ,
resp. VM , be the set of vertices such that their parent-
edge are labeled Minor at the beginning, resp. end, of
phase p.
Case a. The edge e = {v,u}, labeled Contaminated at
the beginning of phase p, is the only edge to be re-
labeled. It is relabeled either Removed or Minor.
In the first case, VM = V ′M and the searchers oc-
cupy exactly the same vertices than at the begin-
ning of phase p, thus the property holds. In the
second case, u is a new leaf of T (and S), and e
is the parent edge of u. Thus VM = V ′M ∪ {u}. In
both cases the vertices occupied by a searcher are
exactly the root and the elements of VM . Thus the
property holds.
Case b. Let P = (v, · · · ,w) be the path removed from
the tree T at this phase. We first prove that w is
occupied. By construction, the vertex w satisfies at
least one of the following three conditions: (1) the
vertex is occupied, (2) the vertex is not of degree 2
in T , (3) the vertex is incident to at least one con-
taminated edge. By Claim 2, we now that (2) im-
plies (1). Moreover, as we already noticed before,
if w satisfies (3), then it is occupied, because our
protocol maintains a searcher at any vertex belong-
ing to the border of the clear part. Thus, in any case
w is occupied.
Assume first that v was the root at the beginning of
the phase. This means that the only edge of P that
was labeled Minor was the parent-edge of w, that is
the edge incident to w and belonging to P. Thus, we
have VM =V ′M \{w}. Moreover, w becomes the new
root. On the other hand, the set of occupied vertices
remains the same except for v that was occupied but
is not anymore. Therefore, the vertices occupied by
a searcher are exactly the root and the elements of
VM .
Assume now that v was not the root at the begin-
ning of the phase. This means that the only edge
of P that was labeled Minor was the edge incident
to v, that is the parent-edge of v. Thus, we have
VM = V ′M \ {v}. On the other hand, the set of oc-
cupied vertices remains the same except for v that
was occupied but is not anymore. Therefore, the
vertices occupied by a searcher are exactly the root
and the elements of VM .
Thus the property holds in both subcases.
Case c. The parent-edge e of v is the only edge rela-
beled. According to the induction hypothesis, edge
e is labeled Minor at the beginning of the phase
because v is occupied by a searcher at this time.
Hence, e is relabeled from Minor to Tree. Thus
VM = V ′M \ {v}. Since the searcher leaves v to go
to the root, the property holds.
Case d. Let e be the edge relabeled in phase p. Let u be
the vertex such that e is its parent-edge. The edge e
is the only edge relabeled, and it is relabeled from
Minor to Tree. Thus VM = V ′M \{u}. Moreover, all
searchers from the old root go to the new root u. Fi-
nally, although the root changes, the child extrem-
ity of any edge other than e labeled Minor does not
change. Thus the vertices occupied by a searcher
are exactly VM∪{u} (=V ′M) and the property holds.
Therefore, at the end of phase p, the second property
holds. ⋄
We prove now that the maximum degree of S is at
most three.
Claim. 4 S has maximum degree at most three.
Proof. By Claim 3, the child extremity v of any edge
{u,v} labeled Tree is not occupied by any searcher,
and thus by Claim 2, it has degree exactly two. Thus,
when this edge {u,v} is contracted to obtain S from T ,
the vertex resulting from the fusion of u and v has the
same degree as u had before the contraction. Therefore,
S has maximum degree at most three, like T . ⋄
To conclude the proof of the lemma, let us prove
the third property.
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Claim. 5 If S has depth k ≥ 1, then there exists a previ-
ous phase when S was the complete ternary tree Tk−1.
Proof. First, for any searcher occupying a vertex v, its
level is the number of edges labeled Minor between
v and the root. This can be easily proved by induc-
tion. Let k ≥ 1 and let us consider the first phase p′ at
which the depth of S becomes k. The phase p′ consists
of the clearing of a contaminated edge e = {u,v} with
v ∈ V (T ) occupied by a searcher with level k− 1, and
u ∈ V (G) \V (T ). Since the move performed at phase
p′ is executed by a searcher with level k− 1, it means
that no searcher with level less than k− 1 can move
according to the rules. That is, all internal vertices of
S have degree exactly three (because of cases c and d)
and all leaves of S are at distance k− 1 from the root
(because of cases a and b), i.e., S = Tk−1. ⋄
This concludes the proof of the lemma. ⊓⊔
We can now prove the main theorem.
Theorem 4 Let G be a connected n-node graph and let
v0 be one of its vertices. Protocol mc search enables
O( nlogn mcs(G,v0)) searchers to clear G in a monotone
connected way, starting from v0.
Proof Let us first prove that the protocol mc search
clears G in a monotone connected way. Initially, all
edges are labeled Contaminated and the label of an
edge e becomes Minor or Removed as soon as e is
traversed by a searcher. Moreover, after this traversal,
each of its ends is occupied by a searcher (Case a). The
strategy is obviously monotone since a searcher is re-
moved from a vertex v if either v is occupied by an
other searcher (Case a), or no contaminated edge is in-
cident to v, i.e., cv = 0, (Cases b, c and d). Furthermore,
the strategy is connected since it is monotone and starts
from a single vertex v0. Finally, Protocol mc search
eventually clears G. Indeed, at each step, an edge is la-
beled, and any edge is relabeled at most three times:
Minor,Tree, and Removed in this order. Thus, no loop
can occur. Moreover, we proved above that T is a tree.
Therefore, at any step, at least the searchers occupying
its leaves satisfy the conditions of one of the cases a, b,
c, or d. Thus, while there remains a contaminated edge,
a searcher will eventually be called to clear this edge.
It remains to show that Protocol mc search uses
q = O( nlogn mcs(G,v0)) searchers. Let us consider k to
be the maximum depth of S during the clearing of G.
By the three properties of Lemma 1 we have
q ≤ |V (Tk)|=
|V (Tk)|
log |V (Tk)|
× log |V (Tk)| .
Moreover, by the third property of Lemma 1, Tk−1 is a
minor of G, thus
s(Tk−1)≤ s(G)≤ mcs(G,v0) and |V (Tk−1)| ≤ |V (G)|.
By Theorem 3, we have
log |V (Tk)|= O(k) = O(mcs(Tk−1))
and by Theorem 1,
mcs(Tk−1)≤ 2s(Tk−1).
Thus we have log |V (Tk)|= O(mcs(G,v0)).
Finally, since the function xlogx is strictly increas-
ing, and
|V (Tk)|= 3 |V (Tk−1)|+1 ≤ 3 |V (G)|+1 = 3n+1 ,
we obtain:
q = O
(
n
logn
× mcs(G,v0)
)
,
which concludes the proof of the theorem. ⊓⊔
To conclude this section, let us estimate the number
of moves done by the searchers during the execution of
Protocol mc search. As we already mentioned, at each
phase, at least one edge is relabeled, and each edge is
relabeled at most three times. This proves that there are
O(m) phases during the clearing of any graph with m
edges. During any phase, one “move consuming” oper-
ation consists of the DFSs performed by the searchers.
In the worst case, the extra searcher will execute a con-
stant number of DFSs of T , while any other searcher
will follow the extra searcher during at most one DFS.
The other “move consuming” operation consists of the
moves of all the searchers currently standing at the root
that must follow the root when it is moved, leading to
possibly O(q · n) moves in a single phase. This leads
to an upper bound of O(q · n ·m) moves executed by
the searchers to clear a n-node m-edge graph using q
agents.
4 Further Work
It would be interesting to establish a tradeoff between
the optimal competitive ratio of a search protocol and
the amount of information provided to the searchers.
Another difficult problem is to improve the competi-
tive ratio of a search protocol by allowing the search
strategy to be not monotone while it is still performed
in a polynomial number of steps. Moreover, since the
search problem assumes performing in an hostile envi-
ronment, it would be interesting to design fault tolerant
and/or self stabilizing algorithms for clearing a graph.
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